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Abstract
In the Coman case, the European Court of Justice was asked whether the term 
“spouse”—for the purposes of EU law—includes the same-sex spouse of an EU 
citizen who has moved between EU Member States. The ECJ answered this ques-
tion affirmatively, holding that a refusal to recognise a same-sex marriage and the 
resultant refusal to grant family reunification rights to a Union citizen who moves 
to another Member State, would constitute an unjustified restriction on the right to 
free movement that Union citizens enjoy under EU law. This case comment analyses 
the judgment, arguing that the Court’s pronouncement is a very welcome first step 
towards marriage equality at a cross-border level in the EU. At the same time, fol-
lowing the delivery of this ruling, a lot of questions have arisen and gaps in the pro-
tection of same-sex couples persist, and these are also analysed in this piece.

Keywords EU free movement law · Family reunification rights · LGB rights · 
Marriage equality · Romania · Same-sex marriage

Introduction

In the recent case of Coman,1 the European Court of Justice (“ECJ” or “The Court”) 
was asked to rule on the meaning of “spouse”, for the purposes of EU free move-
ment law. In particular, the national court which made the reference to the ECJ, 
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wished to know whether the term includes the same-sex spouse of a European Union 
(“EU” or “Union”) citizen who has exercised EU free movement rights and wishes 
to be joined by his/her same-sex spouse in the Member State to which (s)he moves. 
The ECJ answered this question affirmatively, holding that if the Member State to 
which an EU citizen moves refuses to recognise his/her same-sex marriage and, 
thus, refuses to grant to him/her family reunification rights with his/her same-sex 
spouse, this will constitute an unjustified restriction on the right to free movement 
that Union citizens enjoy under EU law.

This case comment aims to analyse the Coman judgment, arguing that it is a very 
welcome first step towards marriage equality at a cross-border level in the EU. At 
the same time, following the delivery of this ruling, a number of issues remain unad-
dressed whilst gaps in the protection of same-sex couples persist and, thus, an analy-
sis of these will also be provided.

Legal and Factual Background

The EU has always had as one of its core objectives to ensure that EU Member State 
nationals—who, since 1993, are also EU citizens2—can move freely between Mem-
ber States. The Treaties have, therefore, always included provisions which prohibit 
obstacles to the free movement of persons, these, currently, being Articles 21, 45, 
49, and 56 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”).3 One 
of the ways that an obstacle to free movement can emerge is if the Union citizen 
who moves to another Member State is not allowed to be joined by his/her close 
family members. Accordingly, the Court in its case-law has made it clear that the 
free movement provisions of the Treaty require Member States to accept within 
their territory the close family members of Union citizens who exercise free move-
ment rights,4 whilst this has been reflected also in secondary EU legislation which 
has been promulgated since the 1960s. The source of family reunification rights for 
Union citizens who move to a Member State other than that of their nationality is, 
currently, Directive 2004/38.5 ECJ case-law has made it clear that although second-
ary legislation (including the 2004 Directive) does not directly apply to Union cit-
izens who move back to their Member State of nationality after having exercised 
their free movement rights, such situations are, nonetheless, covered directly by the 

2 Currently provided by Article 20 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”). For 
more on the status of Union citizenship see Barnard (2016, Chap. 10).
3 For a clear explanation of the legal framework created by the free movement of persons provisions see 
Barnard (2016, Chaps. 7–12).
4 See, for instance, Carpenter v Secretary of State for the Home Department (C-60/00), EU:C:2002:434. 
For an analysis of the EU’s approach towards the grant of family reunification rights to Union citizens 
who exercise their free movement rights see Berneri 2017.
5 Directive 2004/38 on the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside 
freely within the territory of the Member States [2004] OJ L 158/77.
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free movement provisions.6 The Court has also ruled that the provisions of Direc-
tive 2004/38 which grant family reunification rights to Union citizens who move to 
another Member State must apply, by analogy, also to Union citizens who return to 
their Member State of nationality after exercising their free movement rights.7

Directive 2004/38 provides, inter alia, that Union citizens can be joined or 
accompanied by their family members in the Member State to which they move, 
i.e. that Member State must automatically admit the family members to—and grant 
them a right of residence in—its territory. The nationality of the family members is 
not important (i.e. they do not need to be Union citizens), and, in practice, it is fam-
ily members who are third-country nationals that mostly need to rely on EU family 
reunification rights, as family members who are Union citizens themselves enjoy the 
right to move and reside freely in any Member State. “Family members” are defined 
in Article 2(2) of the Directive and include “the spouse” of the Union citizen.

In the Coman case it was, exactly, the interpretation of this provision that was at 
issue and, in particular, the question was whether the term “spouse” includes the 
same-sex spouse of a Union citizen who exercises free movement rights.

The facts of the case were as follows: Mr. Coman (who holds Romanian and US 
nationality) and Mr. Hamilton (who holds US nationality) met in the US in 2002 
and lived there together from 2005 to 2009, when Mr. Coman took up residence in 
Brussels. The couple married in Belgium in 2010. They subsequently contacted the 
Romanian General Inspectorate for Immigration, to enquire whether Mr. Hamilton—
in his capacity as Mr. Coman’s spouse—could obtain the right to reside lawfully in 
Romania on the basis of EU law, together with Mr. Coman who wished to return to 
Romania, his Member State of nationality. The Romanian authorities replied in the 
negative, noting that Mr. Hamilton cannot be recognised as Mr. Coman’s spouse, 
as under Romanian law, same-sex marriages are prohibited and same-sex marriages 
entered into abroad are not recognised.8

The couple, then, brought an action against the decision of the Inspectorate, seek-
ing a declaration of discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation as regards the 
exercise of EU free movement rights. They also argued that the Romanian legisla-
tion which does not recognise same-sex marriages entered into abroad is unconsti-
tutional, in that it infringes the provisions of the Romanian Constitution that protect 
the right to personal life, family life and private life, and the provisions relating to 
equality. The first instance court hearing the case referred the matter to the Roma-
nian Constitutional Court which, in its turn, decided to stay the proceedings and 
make a reference for a preliminary ruling to the ECJ,9 asking, essentially, whether a 

6 The Queen v. Immigration Appeal Tribunal and Surinder Singh (C-370/90), EU:C:1992:296; Minister 
voor Vreemdelingenzaken en Integratie v R. N. G. Eind (C-291/05), EU:C:2007:771.
7 O and B v Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel (Case C-456/12), EU:C:2014:135.
8 Law no. 287/2009 Codul civil al României, art. 277.
9 The preliminary ruling procedure—laid down in Article 267 TFEU – enables national courts which are 
unsure about the interpretation of an EU law provision or the validity of a piece of EU secondary legisla-
tion to stay the proceedings before them and make a reference for a preliminary ruling to the ECJ asking 
for clarification of the matter. Once the ECJ clarifies the matter through a binding ruling, the referring 
national court can resume the proceedings before it and taking into account the clarification provided by 
the ECJ, it will decide the case.
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Union citizen who has exercised free movement rights can enjoy EU family reunifi-
cation rights with his same-sex spouse in the Member State to which he moves.

The Court’s Judgment

The Court answered the above question in the affirmative holding that the term 
“spouse” in Article 2(2)(a) of Directive 2004/38 includes the same-sex spouse of a 
Union citizen.

The Court began the main part of its analysis by pointing out that “the term 
‘spouse’ used in that provision refers to a person joined to another person by the 
bonds of marriage”,10 whilst it also noted that it is “gender-neutral and may there-
fore cover the same-sex spouse of the Union citizen concerned”.11 In addition, the 
Court stressed that the Directive does not make reference to national legislation for 
the purpose of determining the meaning of the term “spouse”.12

It was, then, highlighted that “a person’s status, which is relevant to the rules on 
marriage, is a matter that falls within the competence of the Member States” and 
“Member States are thus free to decide whether or not to allow marriage for per-
sons of the same sex”.13 Yet, as is well-established, “in exercising that competence, 
Member States must comply with EU law, in particular the Treaty provisions on the 
freedom conferred on all Union citizens to move and reside in the territory of the 
Member States”.14 The Court then, proceeded, to note that:

the refusal by the authorities of a Member State to recognise, for the sole pur-
pose of granting a derived right of residence to a third-country national, the 
marriage of that national to a Union citizen of the same sex, concluded, during 
the period of their genuine residence in another Member State, in accordance 
with the law of that State, may interfere with the exercise of the right conferred 
on that citizen by Article 21(1) TFEU to move and reside freely in the terri-
tory of the Member States. Indeed, the effect of such a refusal is that such a 
Union citizen may be denied the possibility of returning to the Member State 
of which he is a national together with his spouse.15

The analysis then proceeded to consider whether such a restriction to free move-
ment can, nonetheless, be justified a) on the ground that the EU is required, under 
Article 4(2) TEU, to respect the national identity of the Member States and b) on the 
ground of public policy.16 The Court concluded that it cannot, noting that:

15 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [40].
16 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [43, 44].

10 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [34].
11 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [35].
12 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [36].
13 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [37].
14 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [38].
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the obligation for a Member State to recognise a marriage between persons 
of the same sex concluded in another Member State in accordance with the 
law of that state, for the sole purpose of granting a derived right of residence 
to a third-country national, does not undermine the institution of marriage in 
the first Member State, which is defined by national law and … falls within 
the competence of the Member States. Such recognition does not require that 
Member State to provide, in its national law, for the institution of marriage 
between persons of the same sex. It is confined to the obligation to recognise 
such marriages, concluded in another Member State in accordance with the 
law of that state, for the sole purpose of enabling such persons to exercise the 
rights they enjoy under EU law.17

The Court then, also, stressed that in any event, “a national measure that is liable 
to obstruct the exercise of freedom of movement for persons may be justified only 
where such a measure is consistent with the fundamental rights guaranteed by the 
Charter”.18 It was, then, explained that as regards the term “spouse”, the right to 
respect for private and family life is protected under Article 7 of the EU Charter 
of Fundamental Rights (“EUCFR” or “Charter”),19 and, in accordance with Article 
52(3) of the same instrument, the rights guaranteed by the Charter have the same 
meaning and scope as those guaranteed by the European Convention on Human 
Rights.20 The Court’s analysis in relation to this matter was, however, confined to 
pointing out that

It is apparent from the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights that 
the relationship of a homosexual couple may fall within the notion of “private 
life” and that of “family life” in the same way as the relationship of a hetero-
sexual couple in the same situation.21

Hence, the Court based its judgment solely on a free movement based-argument, 
without—as suggested by a number of commentators (Tryfonidou 2015; Bell and 
Bačić Selanec 2016; Rijpma and Koffeman 2014) —using human rights as a sepa-
rate—independent—legal base for finding a breach of EU law.

Comment

Marriage Equality in the EU

Europe has, until recently, boasted the most progressive laws governing the recogni-
tion of same-sex relationships, with Denmark being the first country in the world to 
introduce same-sex registered partnerships (in 1989) and the Netherlands being the 

17 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [45].
18 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [47].
19 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [2012] OJ C 326/02.
20 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [49].
21 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [50].
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first country to introduce same-sex marriage (in 2001). In fact, currently all western 
EU Member States make provision for legal recognition of same-sex relationships, 
though there remains considerable diversity between the types of legal status being 
afforded. At the same time, there are still six EU Member States22—all situated in 
eastern Europe—which do not offer any legal recognition to same-sex relationships 
whilst there are seven EU Member States—again, all situated in eastern Europe—
that maintain a constitutional ban on same-sex marriage.23

The question, of course, is whether the existence of such a legal patchwork is per-
missible under EU law. The answer to the above question is that it is fully within the 
rights of the Member States to decide whether they will offer legal recognition to 
same-sex relationships within their territory, and if they do so, what exact form this 
will take. This is because family law and, thus, questions, regarding the legal rec-
ognition of relationships and the corresponding civil status, fall within the realm of 
Member State competence (Toner 2004; Lenaerts 2011).24 Yet, as with other areas 
where the Member States maintain full competence and the EU cannot legislate, it is 
clear that with regards to family law and, in particular, the legal recognition of same-
sex relationships, Member States must comply with EU law when exercising their 
competence.25

The scenario in Coman is precisely an example of a situation where the exercise 
of Member State competence in the family law field could give rise to a breach of 
EU law. In this case, Romania prohibited same-sex marriage in its territory. This 
is not problematic from the point of view of EU law, since Member States are free 
to determine whether they will open marriage to same-sex couples in their terri-
tory. However, Romania’s decision not only to prohibit same-sex marriage in its ter-
ritory, but, also, to refuse to recognise same-sex marriages contracted elsewhere, 
did amount to a breach of EU law, in situations where an EU citizen coming from 
another Member State sought to claim family reunification rights in its territory. 
This was for the simple reason that the failure to recognise that citizen’s marriage 
and the resultant refusal to allow his spouse to live with him in Romania, would 
clearly impede his right to free movement.

When the EU institutions were discussing, in the early 2000s, the proposal of 
what later became Directive 2004/38, the issue of same-sex marriage came up, with 
different institutions having different views as to whether the term “spouse” should 
include same-sex spouses (Bell 2004). Given the controversy surrounding the mat-
ter and the fact that, at the time, only two EU Member States had opened marriage 
to same-sex couples, a compromise position was adopted, whereby the gender- and 
sexual orientation-neutral term “spouse” was used alone, without offering any clari-
fication as to its meaning.26

26 See the analysis of Advocate General Wathelet in his Opinion in Coman, EU:C:2018:2, [51, 52].

22 Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia.
23 Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, and Slovakia.
24 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [37]; Parris (C-443/15) EU:C:2016:897, [59]; Maruko (C-267/06) 
EU:C:2008:179, [59].
25 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [38]; Parris, Judgment supra n 24, [58].
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It was thus left to the ECJ to clarify the meaning of this term, and, as we saw, the 
Court did so with its judgment in Coman. In choosing to rule that the term includes 
same-sex spouses, the ECJ may have been influenced by the two recent rulings of 
the US Supreme Court with which the latter gradually provided full and complete 
recognition for married same-sex couples in the US, for all legal purposes (Titshaw 
2016).27 With Coman however, the ECJ seems to have only partly followed the steps 
of the US Supreme Court, as it has not ruled that EU Member States are required—
by EU law—to open marriage to same-sex couples. The scope of the Coman ruling 
is much narrower, in that it simply made it clear that EU Member States must recog-
nise same-sex marriages contracted in other EU Member States, in situations where 
a Union citizen moves between Member States and, in particular, when (s)he claims 
family reunification rights under EU law. The judgment seems to, also, be implying 
that same-sex marriages must now be recognised for all EU law purposes (i.e. not 
just when determining when EU family reunification rights must be granted): if, as 
the judgment states, albeit quite vaguely,28 failing to recognise same-sex marriages 
in the same way as opposite-sex marriages breaches fundamental human rights pro-
tected under the EUCFR, EU law provisions—which must comply with the Char-
ter—should be read in a way which provides for marriage equality and the EU insti-
tutions—which are bound by the Charter—must recognise same-sex marriages as 
equal to opposite-sex marriages for all purposes. Yet, respecting the constraints on 
the EU’s competence, the judgment clearly does not interfere with the choices of 
Member States as regards marriage equality in situations that fall outside the scope 
of EU law. Accordingly, with its ruling in Coman, the ECJ has gone as far as it can 
go, in terms of marriage equality, since the EU does not have the competence to 
require Member States to open marriage to same-sex couples in their territory (Bell 
and Bačić Selanec 2016).

The Importance of Coman

The ruling in Coman will ensure a high level of legal certainty and transparency, as 
married same-sex couples comprised of one EU citizen, will now know that they 
will be recognised in every Member State to which they move, at least for the pur-
poses of family reunification.

At the same time, it is likely that the ruling will lead to some backlash, as it may 
“push” Member States that want to avoid its effects to introduce—as was recently 
considered in Romania29—a constitutional ban on same-sex marriage. However, 
Member States should bear in mind that such a move would not shield them from 

27 United States v Windsor, 570 US 744 (2013) and Obergefell v Hodges, 576 US (2015).
28 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [47–50].
29 On 6 and 7 October 2018 (and less than a month since it was announced), a referendum took place in 
Romania asking whether the Romanian Constitution should be amended to comprehensively ban same-
sex marriage by changing the definition of “family” from one referring to “a union between spouses” to 
one making explicit reference to “a union between a man and a woman”. The referendum failed to reach 
the required 30% turnout threshold and, thus, its result was not valid.
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the effects of the ruling: the EU principle of supremacy provides that EU law pre-
vails even over constitutional provisions of a Member State,30 where there is a con-
flict between the two, and thus Coman requires even Member States that have a con-
stitutional ban on same-sex marriage to recognise such a marriage in situations that 
fall within the scope of EU law.

The judgment has great symbolic importance, in that it demonstrates—as noted 
in the previous sub-section—that for the purposes of EU law, married same-sex cou-
ples are in the same position as married opposite-sex couples. Unlike in previous 
politically sensitive cases,31 where the ECJ refrained from conducting the balancing 
exercise at the justification stage itself and tossed this “hot potato” to the referring 
court instead, in this ruling, it did proceed to explain that obstacles to free move-
ment which emerge from a refusal to grant family reunification rights to an LGB 
Union citizen married to a person of the same sex, can under no circumstances be 
justified. This is hugely significant, both practically and symbolically, in that the 
Court has demonstrated that it has zero tolerance for Member States’ attempts to 
discriminate against LGB persons and their relationships, in  situations which fall 
within the scope of EU law.

Moreover, although the case raised the issue of the recognition of same-sex mar-
riages in a rather narrow context, it clearly has the potential to lead to marriage 
equality in a much wider range of circumstances. If we consider the Coman case 
itself, the ruling simply requires Romania to recognise Mr. Hamilton as the spouse 
of Mr. Coman and, as such, to admit him, and allow him to reside, in its territory. 
However, from the moment that Romania recognises Mr. Hamilton as the spouse 
of Mr. Coman for one purpose (i.e. his admission and residence in its territory), 
wouldn’t it appear anomalous to refuse to treat the couple as married for other legal 
purposes (e.g. taxation)? Thus, even if the EU itself would be reluctant to take the 
additional step of requiring Member States to recognise same-sex marriages con-
tracted in other Member States for purposes other than family reunification (if it is 
given the opportunity to do so), the Member States themselves might feel the need 
to proceed with such a step, simply because it would be impracticable not to do so.32 
What is more, if Member States do take this step, this may have a domino effect in 
that it will make it difficult to justify treating their own nationals whose situation is 
not covered by EU law and who have nonetheless lawfully concluded a same-sex 
marriage abroad, worse than nationals of other Member States who move to their 
territory and worse than their own nationals who are in a Coman-like scenario.

30 Internationale Handelsgesellschaft (Case 11/70) EU:C:1970:114.
31 See, for instance, Léger v Ministre des Affaires sociales, de la Santé et des Droits des femmes and 
Etablissement français du sang (C-528/13), EU:C:2015:288.
32 Though, the Romanian Constitutional Court’s judgment in the Coman case (after the ECJ ruled on 
the meaning of “spouse” and, thus, when the Romanian Court was deciding on the substance of the case) 
demonstrates that, at the moment, Romania will only recognise same-sex marriages in the narrow con-
text that this is required by the ECJ Coman judgment—see E. Brodeala, “Paying lip service to the CJEU: 
The Unsurprising Decision of the Constitutional Court of Romania in the Coman case”. Oxford Human 
Rights Hub. 26 July 2018 http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/payin g-lip-servi ce-to-the-cjeu-the-unsur prisi ng-decis 
ion-of-the-const ituti onal-court -of-roman ia-in-the-coman -case/. Last accessed on 20 August 2018.

http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/paying-lip-service-to-the-cjeu-the-unsurprising-decision-of-the-constitutional-court-of-romania-in-the-coman-case/
http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/paying-lip-service-to-the-cjeu-the-unsurprising-decision-of-the-constitutional-court-of-romania-in-the-coman-case/
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Limitations of the Judgment

Whilst the judgment in Coman should be applauded for its boldness, there are 
admittedly some limitations to it.

First, the Court has made repeated references in its judgment to marriages that 
were “concluded in a Member State in accordance with the law of that state”, or 
made similar statements to that effect.33 Does this mean that if Mr. Hamilton and 
Mr. Coman happened to have married in New York instead of Brussels, the ECJ 
would rule that Romania was not obliged to recognise them as spouses? This is a 
question left unanswered by the judgment and, thus, we can only hope that the Court 
will be given the opportunity to clarify this in a subsequent case.

The second limitation is not one that has been specifically created for cases 
involving same-sex couples, given that it is a principle that was established in previ-
ous case-law involving opposite-sex couples which the Court has simply repeated 
in this case. This is the principle that it is only when a Union citizen has taken-up 
genuine residence in the territory of another Member State and during that period of 
genuine residence has established and strengthened family life, that (s)he can claim 
family reunification rights on his/her return to his/her Member State of nationality.34 
In previous case-law, the Court clarified that such genuine residence can only exist 
when the Union citizen has settled in another Member State for at least 3 months.35 
The application of this limitation in this particular context can clearly serve as a 
mechanism for appeasing the Member States that have not opened marriage to 
same-sex couples, in that it ensures that Union citizens who reside in such a Mem-
ber State cannot side-step its laws, by moving with their partner to another Member 
State solely in order to marry and then immediately return to that State, claiming the 
right to be recognised as a married couple on the basis of Coman.36

Thirdly, the case is concerned only with Union citizens and their free move-
ment rights. Hence, it does not provide an answer to the question of whether the 
term “spouse” includes a same-sex spouse when used in the context of the Fam-
ily Reunification Rights Directive,37 which determines the conditions under which 
third-country nationals lawfully residing in the territory of the member States can 
exercise the right to family reunification (Rijpma and Koffeman 2014).

Finally, it should be highlighted that the judgment only applies in cross-border 
situations and thus it cannot help married same-sex couples who are in a purely 

34 O and B Judgment supra n 7, [51].
35 ibid, [52–54].
36 A case involving such a scenario is currently pending before the Lithuanian Constitutional Court, to 
which a reference was made by the Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania which was hearing the 
case: Case No. eA-4175-624/2016, 5 December 2016, http://www.lrkt.lt/~prasy mai/22_2016.htm. Last 
accessed on 14 August 2018. For an explanation of the case see N. Bitiukova, “Gay Couple case Gives 
Lithuania’s Highest Court a Chance to Strengthen Rights Protections”. Liberties. 26 January 2017 http://
www.liber ties.eu/en/news/lithu ania-same-sex-coupl es-marri age-famil y-reuni on/11236 . Last accessed on 
14 August 2018.

33 Coman Judgment supra n 1, [33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42, 45, 51, 52, 56].

37 Directive 2003/86 on the right to family reunification [2003] OJ L 251/12, Art. 4.

http://www.lrkt.lt/%7eprasymai/22_2016.htm
http://www.liberties.eu/en/news/lithuania-same-sex-couples-marriage-family-reunion/11236
http://www.liberties.eu/en/news/lithuania-same-sex-couples-marriage-family-reunion/11236
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internal situation i.e. a situation which has no connection with EU law (Tryfo-
nidou 2009). Although this, clearly, does make sense legally and, in fact, ensures 
that the scope of application of EU law is not extended in an unwarranted man-
ner, one cannot help but notice that it highlights the (reverse) discrimination suf-
fered by same-sex couples who have chosen not to—or are unable to—exercise their 
EU free movement rights (Kochenov 2009). For instance, if Mr. Coman had merely 
moved from Romania to the US, married Mr. Hamilton in the US, and returned to 
Romania directly from the US, the situation would be considered purely internal 
from the point of view of EU law (since there would be no exercise of free move-
ment between EU Member States) and, thus, Mr. Coman would not be able to rely 
on EU law to require Romania to recognise Mr. Hamilton as his spouse and admit 
him within its territory.

Conclusion

The ruling in Coman is a very welcome  first step towards marriage equality—at 
a cross-border level—in the EU. Same-sex couples comprised of at least one EU 
citizen who have married in an EU Member State, can now be certain that when 
they move to another Member State they will both be admitted to its territory and 
granted the right to reside together. Yet, the ruling does not “conclude” the matter 
of same-sex marriage from the point of view of EU law, but, rather, creates a num-
ber of new questions and highlights a number of gaps in the protection of same-sex 
couples, which persist even following the delivery of this ruling. The ruling speaks 
only of same-sex couples who have concluded their marriage in an EU Member 
State—does this mean that same-sex couples who happened to have their marriage 
concluded outside the EU cannot benefit from the principle established in the case? 
In addition, the case is concerned only with Union citizens and their free movement 
rights and, thus, it does not provide an answer to the question of whether the term 
“spouse” includes a same-sex spouse for the purpose of the grant of family reunifi-
cation rights to LGB third-country nationals who are lawfully resident in the EU. 
Finally, the principle established by the case only applies in cross-border situations 
and, thus, cannot help married same-sex couples who are in a purely internal situa-
tion. Accordingly, and given that the delicate nature of the issue of the legal recogni-
tion of same-sex unions means that it is unlikely that political action will be taken to 
fill-in the above persisting gaps and clarify the issues that remain unresolved, it can 
only be hoped that the ECJ will be given the opportunity to do so in the near future.
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